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Abstract The Antarctic ice sheet (AIS) has the greatest
potential for global sea level rise. This study simulates AIS
ice creeping, sliding, tabular calving, and estimates the total
mass balances, using a recently developed, advanced ice
dynamics model, known as SEGMENT-Ice. SEGMENT-
Ice is written in a spherical Earth coordinate system.
Because the AIS contains the South Pole, a projection
transfer is performed to displace the pole outside of the
simulation domain. The AIS also has complex ice-water-
granular material-bedrock configurations, requiring
sophisticated lateral and basal boundary conditions.
Because of the prevalence of ice shelves, a ‘girder yield’
type calving scheme is activated. The simulations of present
surface ice flow velocities compare favorably with InSAR
measurements, for various ice-water-bedrock configura-
tions. The estimated ice mass loss rate during 2003–2009
agrees with GRACE measurements and provides more
spatial details not represented by the latter. The model
estimated calving frequencies of the peripheral ice shelves
from 1996 (roughly when the 5-km digital elevation and
thickness data for the shelves were collected) to 2009
compare well with archived scatterometer images. SEG-
MENT-Ice’s unique, non-local systematic calving scheme
is found to be relevant for tabular calving. However, the
exact timing of calving and of iceberg sizes cannot be
simulated accurately at present. A projection of the future
mass change of the AIS is made, with SEGMENT-Ice
forced by atmospheric conditions from three different
coupled general circulation models. The entire AIS is esti-
mated to be losing mass steadily at a rate of*120 km3/a at
present and this rate possibly may double by year 2100.
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1 Introduction
At present the Earth’s climate is in an interglacial period.
Predictions based on the eccentricity in the Earth’s orbit
suggest that interglacial conditions possibly could continue
for another 10 kyr (Berger and Loutre 2002). The relative
abundance of glaciers, when compared with two of the last
three interglacial periods, suggests that there still is room
for sea level rise (SLR) from melting of the current cryo-
sphere. Moreover, it is possible that anthropogenic green-
house effects may drive further widespread warming in the
upcoming decades (IPCC AR4 2007).
As the largest potential contributor to SLR, quantifying
the Antarctic ice sheet (AIS, Fig. 1) total mass balance is
important in understanding the global hydrological cycle and
the fragile polar ecosystem consequences (Massom et al.
2009). The AIS, especially West Antarctica, has been
actively studied (see reviews by Vaughan 2006; Rignot et al.
2008; van den Broeke et al. 2006). Considerable uncertainty
remains in the current and future contributions to SLR from
Antarctica. Before satellite altimetry was available, the net
mass balance usually was estimated using the credit/debit
method (Vaughan 2006). This approach is natural because
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the net mass balance simply is the difference between input
and output. However, the credit/debit approach relies on the
difference between snow accumulation and ice flux leaving
the domain, both of which are large numbers that contain
substantial uncertainty. Consequently, for some time, it was
uncertain whether the Antarctic ice mass is growing,
shrinking, or stable (Velicogna and Wahr 2006; Bentley and
Giovinetto 1990; Bentley 1993). For example, the glacio-
logical evidence examined by Bentley and Giovinetto (1990,
1991) suggested slow growth, while oceanographic evidence
(Southern ocean temperature, salinity, and oxygen isotope
ratios) indicated a net ice mass loss (Jacobs et al. 1992). Only
since the late 1990s have convincing assessments been made,
using satellite altimetry (Wingham et al. 1998) and Inter-
ferometic Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR, Rignot et al.
2005). Rignot et al. (2005) suggest ice loss rates of
*6.8 ± 0.3 km3/a in Wordie Bay, western Antarctic Pen-
insula (AP). Unfortunately, the steep coastal topography
hinders altimetry. The Gravity Recovery And Climate
Experiment (GRACE) data measure the sum total of ice mass
change and post glacial rebound (PGR) for an area, which
show a positive rate over the entire Antarctic continent
(Velicogna and Wahr 2006). As it cannot differentiate
between phases of water, changes for floating ice (ice
shelves) cannot be recorded by the GRACE satellite pair.
Climate warming may increase snowfall in Antarctica’s
interior (Davis et al. 2005; Shepherd and Wingham 2007;
Huybrechts et al. 2004), but also may increase ice flow near
the upper surface, especially the coast where warmer air and
ocean may erode buttressing ice shelves and mountain gla-
ciers at lower latitudes (Thomas et al. 2004; Scambos et al.
2005; Rignot et al. 2004; De Angelis and Skvarca 2003).
There are few in situ measurements, but airborne and satellite
remote sensing measurements are useful in regional ice bal-
ance studies, despite limited temporal coverage (e.g., Rignot
and Thomas 2002; Thomas et al. 2004; Zwally et al. 2005).
While observational studies cataloguing ongoing glacial
changes are important for understanding the mechanisms,
realistic, supportable predictions for the future state of the
AIS are imperative. This study focuses on verification of a
recently developed ice model, SEGMENT-Ice (Ren et al.
2011a, b; Ren and Leslie 2011), specifically its application
to the AIS. The modeled total mass loss from the AIS is
compared with GRACE measurements, surface ice veloc-
ities are compared with InSAR measurements and tabular
calving of the peripheral ice shelves is compared with
recent surveys from scatterometer images.
In the following, the SEGMENT-Ice ice dynamic/ther-
modynamic system is described in Sect. 2, focusing pri-
marily on aspects relevant for simulating the AIS.
Emphasis is on a non-local ice calving scheme, which is
activated for AIS simulations because of the prevalence of
ice shelves on the periphery. SEGMENT-Ice is written in a
spherical earth coordinate system. Because the geographi-
cal location of Antarctica, a projection transformation is
used to displace the pole outside the simulation domain.
Various remote sensing data and atmospheric/oceanic data
from coupled general circulation models (CGCMs) are
specified in Sect. 3. The remotely sensed data are primarily
for model verifications. The CGCM output provides the
atmospheric forcing for SEGMENT-Ice. Section 4 contains
the results and discusses the SEGMENT-Ice simulations of
the 3D flow field. Model simulated land ice mass losses and
features of tabular calving during the past decade are
compared with available measurements, and SEGMENT-
Ice predictions are presented of the mass changes for the
AIS for the twenty-first century, under a range of future
scenarios provided by CGCMs. Section 5 draws conclu-
sions resulting from this study.
2 The ice model
2.1 The SEGMENT-Ice model
SEGMENT-Ice is a component of an integrated scalable
and extensible geo-fluid model (SEGMENT, Ren et al.
Fig. 1 The Antarctica land-ice-ocean mask based on SeaRISE 5-km
resolution digital elevation, ice thickness and bedrock elevation data
(Bamber et al. 2009). In the color shading, white is ice, yellow
(brown) is bare ground (L) and blue is oceanic grids. The ice shelves
are cross-hatched areas; land ice with base under sea level (marine
based) is hatched. Note that marine-based ice sheets cover more than
70 % of the ice sheet. For reference in the following discussion, ‘‘W’’
is Mount Waesche and ‘‘L-A’’ is the Lambert Glacier–Amery Ice
Shelf system. Some ice shelves, glaciers and seas are labeled:
Antarctic Peninsula (AP), Wilkins ice shelf (WIS), Bindschadler ice
stream (BIN), Ross ice shelf (RIS), Filchner-Ronne ice shelf (FRIS),
Amery ice shelf (AmIS), West ice shelf (WeIS) and Shackleton ice
shelf (ShIS)
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2011a, b). In SEGMENT, the momentum equations are
prototyped in the rotating earth reference system. The
numerical model is a discretized representation of the
governing partial differential equations. The equations are
in generalized curvilinear coordinates. In discretizing the
model horizontal domain, SEGMENT-Ice takes the earth’s
curvature into consideration. The horizontal grid is a regular
latitude (/)-longitude (h) grid. Uneven spacing in latitude/
longitude allows higher resolution for marginal areas. The




































































































where t is time, R is the Earth’s radius, h is longitude, [ is
latitude, u and V are the horizontal velocity components
and w is the vertical velocity component. In Fig. 2, r is the
distance from the point of interest to the Earth’s center.
Here, R is much larger than the ice thickness, so r can be
replaced by R. Stress decomposition into resistive (<) and
lithostatic (L ¼ qgðh  rÞ) stresses follows van der Veen
and Whillans (1989). Unit vectors are indicated by the
superscript ‘0’ in Fig. 2. The right hand side of Eqs. (1)–
(3), when expanded, involves viscous terms in the form of
vector Laplacians in the spherical coordinate system. When



































In practice, the calculation domain contains only the
media of interest (e.g. ice, or at most limited additional
domains that contain ice, such as the basal granular
material for land based ice and ocean waters for the ice
shelves). The terrain-following sigma coordinate system, s,
(Fig. 2b), is:
s ¼ h  r
H
ð5Þ
where h is the distance from the ice surface to the Earth’s
center and H is the local ice thickness. In SEGMENT-Ice,
discretization of the vertical coordinate has irregular spac-
ing, as flow vertical shear is greatest near the bottom, while
temperature fluctuations are larger near the ice’s upper
surface interface between ice and air. Levels are spaced
most closely near the surface and the base of the ice sheet.
The Jacobian involved for transferring between two
coordinates is, for any function F:
Fig. 2 The general curvilinear
system in SEGMENT-Ice. a the
spherical rotating earth
reference system, (b) the
terrain-following sigma
coordinate system transfer, and
(c) is the stretched vertical grid
stencil over Amery Ice Shelf









































Here, Dsh is short-hand for the r-contour’s slope in h
direction, and similarly Ds/ is the slope of r-contour
surface in the / direction. In the new, general curvilinear

















The transfer Hessian terms (2nd order derivatives) can

















The stress (R) is related to strain rate by a rheological
relationship (Glen’s law). The strain rate, in turn, is
calculated from the first order derivatives of velocity. Thus,
Eqs. (1–3) have second order derivatives. The Hessian
terms (Eq. 11) come into play when making generalized
coordinate transform. Five options are available for the
lateral boundary conditions in SEGMENT-Ice: Wall
(mirror) boundary conditions; periodic boundary
conditions; zero-normal gradient conditions; radiative
boundary conditions; and specified boundary conditions.
For land-based ice, water terminated quick glaciers and ice
shelves, the lateral boundary conditions, especially for the
flow components, are very different. For example, at the
ice shelf front, a force balance with the displaced ocean
water is required. At the lower ice-shelf/ocean water
boundary, zero lateral stress is assumed and the normal
stress is set as the hydrostatic pressure of the displaced
water at that depth. For land-based ice, depending on
bottom thermal conditions, either no-slip or viscous slip
law (MacAyeal 1989) with variable basal drag, or even
granular sliding law is employed (see ‘‘Appendix’’). In
SEGMENT-Ice, a time-varying ‘‘state-mask’’ is referred to
when setting lateral boundary conditions.
Parameterization of viscosity is critical for ice creeping.
At the centers of ice sheets, bottom ice has confining pres-
sures of the order of 107 Pa, not high enough to distort the
unit cell lattice but enough to lower the ice melting point by
several degrees (74.3 K per Gpa, or*0.66 K per 1,000 m of
ice loading). SEGMENT-Ice has three improvements over
Glen’s ice rheological law (Hooke 1981; van der Veen
1999), respectively factoring in flow-induced anisotropy,
effects of confining pressure, and granular basal conditions.
The flow enhancement by re-fabrication (Wang and Warner
1999) is implemented as older ice, which is farther from the
top, and easier to deform.
Ice viscosity depends on temperature, confining pressure,
and strain rates. Ren et al. (2011a) proposed a parameteri-
zation scheme that considers these factors. The advantage
of the scheme is multi-fold: at very small strain rates, it has
a temperature- and confining-pressure-dependent limit. In
the scheme of Hooke (1981), viscosity must be properly
bounded or, equivalently, the maximum allowable defor-
mational ice speeds are bounded, as in most current ice
models. In SEGMENT-Ice, two factors contribute to strain
rates at the bottom of the ice sheet being larger than the
shallow layers: the loading pressure is larger, and temper-
atures usually are higher and closer to pressure melting
point. Ice is shear thinning so that the larger the strain rate,
the smaller the viscosity. However, the decrease of viscosity
is slower than the increase of strain rate so their product
(shearing resistance) increases as strain rate increases.
Eventually, the resistive force is large enough to counter
gravitational driving stress and steady flow is achieved. At
the center of the ice sheet, the bottom ice usually is close to
pressure melting. The small ice viscosity cannot generate
enough shearing resistance to counter the driving stress
from even gentle sloping ice geometry. In this case, the
neighbour grids act to balance the residual stresses. Hence,
three dimensional, full Navier–Stokes models are needed to
depict ice flow more accurately.
Ice viscosity sensitively depends on temperature. SEG-
MENT-Ice solves a 3-D heat diffusion equation to obtain
ice temperature profiles with a changing ice sheet config-
uration. Latent, sensible and radiative flux divergences at
the air-ice interface, internal frictional heating (related to
3D flow structure) within the ice domain, and geothermal
heat flux at the ice-bedrock interface are treated as heating
sources. The thermal equations are solved using the semi-
implicit Crank-Nicolson scheme.
2.2 Ice stream flow
For the AIS, slow sheet flow prevails over 90 % of the
surface area (Reeh 1968; Rignot et al. 2011a, b), but most
flow converges to become fast currents of ice called ice
streams near the grounded ice sheet margins. The con-
centrated ice streams at the pheriphery of ice sheets are
manifestations of basal processes (T. Hughes, personal
communication, 2012). SEGMENT-Ice allows a lubricat-
ing layer of basal sediments between the ice and bedrock,
which enhances ice flow and is a positive feedback for
mass loss in a warming climate (MacAyeal 1992; Alley
et al. 2005; Ren et al. 2010, Fig. 2).
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The ice streams end as either grounded ice lobes melting
on land or floating ice tongues calving into waters. Ice
tongues from several ice streams can merge in confining
embayments to become floating ice shelves that may also
be pinned locally to shoals on the sea floor to produce
either ice rumples or ice rises (T. Hughes, personal com-
munication, 2012). As ocean temperatures are lower than
around Greenland, there are extensive ice shelves around
Antarctica (Fig. 1).
Ice-shelves are floating and the hydrostatic pressure of
hundreds of meters of water is non-negligible, considering
that the ice shelves have gentle slopes. These buttressing
ice shelves provide resistive stress for the adjacent, usually
marine-based ice sheet. In SEGMENT-Ice, ocean-ice
interactions are parameterized so freezing point depression
by soluble substances, salinity dependence of ocean water
thermal properties, and ocean current-dependent sensible
heat fluxes are included (Ren and Leslie 2011). SEG-
MENT-Ice has a chemical potential sub-model to estimate
the effects of ocean water salinity changes on the
grounding line retreat of water terminating glaciers and the
erosion of ice shelves. SEGMENT-Ice follows a molar
Gibbs free energy bundle in considering phase changes.
Melting/refreezing is determined by the chemical potential
of H2O in both states, across the interface. SEGMENT-Ice
estimates ice temperature variations and calculates the
fraction of melted ice. When the terminal heat source
becomes a heat sink, freezing occurs and ice can extend
beyond the initial interface, simulating the advance/retreat
of the ice shelf grounding line. SEGMENT-Ice is designed
such that when the newly formed ice is less than the
dimension of the grid mess, it records the fraction, which
melts first when heat flux reverses. If the newly formed ice
fills an entire grid, SEGMENT-Ice adjusts its ‘‘phase-
mask’’ array, to indicate the new water/ice interface. The
reverse (melting) process is analogous.
Hughes (2011), among others, has found that the tran-
sitions from sheet flow through stream to shelf flow are
essentially governed by the longitudinal force balances.
The unified physical basis for these transitions is a pro-
gressive reduction in the strength of ice-bed coupling,
underlining the importance of basal granular material. The
movement of glacial ice is achieved by a combination of
visco-plastic flow, sliding, and the deformation of under-
lying basal sediments. Pressure-melted water plays an
important role in each of these processes. The ‘grade-gla-
cier’ theory (Alley et al. 1993) generalizes silt production
and transportation as an integrated component of the ice
erosion of the glacier bed. It shows that climate fluctua-
tions, by modifying ice surface slope, can affect sediment
transport and erosion patterns. This theory directly moti-
vated the present research because the established warming
climate may flatten the marginal area of the ice streams
surrounding the AIS and therefore encourage the deposi-
tion of granular sediments. There are many uncertainties in
treating the basal processes in numerical models. For
example, why sheet flow turns into concentrated stream
flow is not fully understood. A positive feedback from
granular rheology may play a role in the flow concentra-
tion. Granular material can be widely available under AIS
because, during the ice-sheet’s history, around the
grounding line repeated phase changes between ice and
water are very effective mechanisms in producing granular
material. The process is several orders of magnitudes faster
than uniform weathering by runoff water. To first order, the
subglacial geochemical environment consists of finely
crushed rocks bathed in ice melt, analogous to flow-
through reactors (Anderson 2006). To evaluate the effects
of granular basal material on ice flow, effective grain size
and granular layer thickness are needed. Obtaining the
granular layer thickness is difficult because, not only the
production rates are required, the sub-glacial flow washout
rate also are needed. Fortunately, with sufficient surface ice
flow observations and known ice temperature distributions,
the granular parameters are objectively retrieved by data
assimilation approach in the ice model. Here, the basal
granular parameters are retrieved from NASA’s Making
Earth Science Data Records for Use in Research Environ-
ments (MEaSUREs, http://nsidc.org/data/nsidc-0484.html),
as outlined in the ‘‘Appendix’’.
2.3 Mass balance
As the climate warms, increased air temperatures through
turbulent sensible heat flux exchange, increase surface
melting and runoff. Similarly, changes in precipitation
affect the upper boundary input to the AIS. For the 200-
year period of interest, major ice temperature fluctuations
are near the upper surface of the AIS. However, strain rates
can be large near the bottom, so SEGMENT-Ice has 81
stretched vertical levels to better differentiate bottom and
near surface ice domains (Fig. 2c). The uppermost layer is
0.5 m thick near the central area of Antarctica, fine enough
to simulate the upper surface energy state on a monthly
time scale. In SEGMENT-Ice, the total mass loss com-
prises surface mass balance and the dynamic mass balance
due to ice flow divergence.
In SEGMENT-Ice, the total mass loss comprises sur-
face/basal mass balance and the dynamic mass balance due
to ice flow divergence. Total mass balance is converted to
water volume and is used to calculate the eustatic SLR
contribution. A vertical integration of the incompressible
continuity equation, with surface mass balance rate and
basal melt rate boundary conditions, gives:





















þ wb þ b ð14Þ
Here vertical velocity component w is expanded using
the continuity equation, assuming incompressible ice.
Eq. (14) is the temporal evolution of the surface
elevation, or ice thickness as bedrock is unchanged. It
varies with velocity fields and boundary sources. In
Eq. (14), it is assumed that the Earth’s radius is much
larger than the ice thickness. The subscripts ‘b’ and ‘s’ refer
to the bottom and upper ice surfaces. The wb term includes
the basal melt rate component and b is surface mass balance
rate. Changes in ice thickness multiplied by grid area gives
the volume ice loss for that grid. The total ice loss is the
summation over the entire simulation domain.
The surface mass balance scheme is adapted from the
Simulator for Hydrology and Energy Exchange at the Land
Surface, known as SHEELS (Crosson et al. 2002). It starts
from meteorological conditions (precipitation, near surface
air temperature, winds, and divergence of surface radiative
fluxes). Surface energy balances are calculated and form the
basis on which sublimization, runoff and firn evolution are
estimated. For the AIS, sublimation and runoff are very small
for the central regions. Katabatic wind entrainment/redis-
tribution is significant throughout and assists in the formation
of blue ice areas (BIAs) on the south slopes. At the bottom of
ice sheet, once pressure melting point is reached, additional
energy input (primarily the convergence of conductive heat
fluxes and strain heating) is used to melt ice. The estimation of
the melt water depends on bottom topography and the sub-
glacial hydrological system. For example, the central parts of
the Eastern Antarctic Ice Sheet typically cannot find a path-
way to ocean, which also is the case for the central section of
the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS). Phase changes from
solid to liquid are taken into account in the next integration
step by re-gridding the simulation domain (e.g. the ice-super
cooled water-bedrock configuration). Interested readers are
referred to PISM (Martin et al. 2011) and SICOPOLIS (Greve
2005) for their respective treatment of the basal melt scheme.
The Polar WRF model (http://polarmet.osu.edu/
PolarMet/pwrf.html) also has an improved version of the
snow evolution scheme of (Liston et al. 1999).
2.4 Model spin-up and improved numerics
It is critical to obtain a steady flow (in agreement with the
ice geometry and temperature regime) before applying
the transient climate forcing to project the future state of
the ice sheet. We have the following spin-up strategy (Ren
et al. 2011a): Starting from zero velocity field at the given
present ice geometry and the atmospheric forcing of 1900
(from pre-industrial control runs of climate models).
Because we are dealing a full-Navier–Stokes code in
combination with a shear-thinning rheological law, it is
important to set a suitable asymptote viscosity for grid
points with effective strain rate less than 10-8 s-1. All
rheological relationships proposed are based on experi-
mental shear-strain diagrams. However, because laboratory
ice mechanics experiments must be finished at reasonable
time span, it currently lack shear-strain diagram extending
to very small strain rate regime. We set the viscosity for
those ‘still’ grids (1 - T/Tp)
1/5 9 1014 Pas, with Tp being
the pressure melt temperature. As integration continues,
effective strain rate will be greater than 10-8 s-1 and
regular parameterization of the viscosity will be activated.
Depending on the detailed numeric, the exact number of
integrations may vary significantly, however, in general,
the bottom layer reaches stability first and the shallower
layer reaches steady flow thereafter. Upon reaching a
steady flow field, the dynamic and thermodynamic and the
evolution of the free surface are solved in a fully thermo-
mechanically coupled manner. Note that even after spin-
up, atmospheric forcing is updated every month, much
larger than the time step of ice dynamics (and thermody-
namics) integration, which is on hourly basis.
Because of the ever changing atmospheric forcing and
the large inertia of the ice sheet, surface mass balance and
dynamic mass balance from existing ice geometry never
exactly cancel each other. Our spin-up strategy reflecting
the aim of this research: to investigate the total mass bal-
ance trend through the historical anthropogenic trend
associated with green house gases emissions since 1900.
The above spin-up strategy also implies that the residual
trend on glacial time scale is treated as constant. The model
verifications are primarily during the current climate con-
ditions (remote sensing era) and projections are for the
twenty-first century. As inter-annual and multi-decadal
variations from CGCMs are not expected to match those in
the real world, only the anthropogenic trend associated
with greenhouse gases is believed to be reasonably cap-
tured. Note that the projected changes in future AIS con-
ditions driven by CGCM-provided atmospheric conditions
only represent the general anthropogenic trends.
Both dynamic and thermodynamic components are
subject to the transformations into curvilinear space. The
polar singularity is removed in SEGMENT-Ice by a ‘‘pole
rotation’’ (Fig. 3) that displaces the pole outside the sim-
ulation domain. The pole is rotated 40 anti-clockwise
(Fig. 3, right panel) to place the simulation domain at a
computationally more convenient location. There are two
important recent improvements in SEGMENT-Ice numer-
ics. The RAW filter (Amezcua et al. 2011; Williams 2009)
is adopted instead of the more commonly used Asselin time
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filter. It improves both spin-up and conservation energetics
of the physical processes (Paul Williams, personal com-
munication, January 2011). A second improvement is in
the optimization procedure of the data assimilation code. A
quasi-Newton minimization scheme is used instead of the
original conjugate-gradient scheme, as the latter is less
robust and less efficient for real, noisy data.
2.5 The calving scheme
The above framework and physics are generally applicable
to any ice sheet. The calving scheme implemented in
SEGMENT-Ice is designed with Antarctica’s peripheral ice
shelves in mind. The inland crevasses are estimated
according the von Mise criteria (Vaughan 1993). In the
numerical model, the strain stress transfer follows Jaeger
(1969, p. 12). Whether or not a tabular calving occurs is
determined according to the ‘‘girder approximation’’, an
extension of Reeh (1968) by factoring in flow shear.
Because of the relevance for ice sheet evolution, several
calving mechanisms have been proposed. Scambos et al.
(2004) proposed a hydrologic fracturing mechanism suit-
able for ice shelves residing in relatively warmer envi-
ronment, or with seasonal surface melt (e.g., AP). Variants
of this mechanism include the basal lubrication of perco-
lated/drained surface melt water. Several studies have also
cited evidence of warm ocean waters thinning ice shelves
from below (Shepherd et al. 2003; Glasser and Scambos
2008; Vieli et al. 2007), causing rifting and calving of large
iceberg chunks. This mechanism has apparent relevance in
a warming climate condition (Rignot and Jacobs 2002;
Stammerjohn et al. 2008). Based on previous work
(Vaughan 1993; Rist et al. 1999; Pralong and Funk 2005),
Albrecht et al. (2011) simulated ice fracturing as a con-
tinuous process that increases and decreases in response to
damage and recovery (Winkelmann et al. 2011). Despite
these efforts, the dynamic processes of calving, especially
the large, systematic, tabular calving remain poorly
understood (T. Hughes, personal communication, 2011)
and a prediction of ‘‘when calving occurs’’ never has been
successful (D. MacAyeal, personal communication, 2012).
Both the elastic calving mechanisms originated from
Reeh (1968), and the growth of ductile cracks (Kenneally
and Hughes 2006) examine calving as local processes in
the vicinity of the calving front. Ice shelves creep under
their own weight. Due to the vertical flow shear (Fig. 4),
the upper layers will be stretched more than lower layers
(Reeh 1968), so that the ice front is slanted forward,
overhanging more and more with time (Fig. 4; Fig. 2b of
Martin et al. 2011). The section towards the front thus
displaces less water than its weight. This motion cannot
proceed without a simultaneous downward bending of the
frontal part (e.g., right/north tip end of Amery ice shelf in
Fig. 2c). This bending will partially compensate the
Fig. 3 Antarctica in physical
space (left) and rotated into a
calculation space (right), polar
stereographic projection with
standard latitude 70S and
central meridian 180E. After
rotation, the ice sheet is
centered at 40S and 90E.
Cross marks indicate scalars
and circles indicate staggered
vectors. Color shading is
surface elevation (m)
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imbalance of gravity and buoyancy of the frontal section.
However, if there is no pinning point, the bulk of this
imbalance is supported by the inland neighboring section
by submerging more than enough to support its own
weight. The submerging geometry of ice shelf is thus flow-
dependent. A ‘non-local’ calving scheme is proposed that
considers calving as a function of ice shelf thickness,
temperature, and flow vertical shear.
Figure 4 illustrates the iceberg calving in SEGMENT-Ice.
Although the shelf as a whole is in near hydrostatic balance
with the ocean waters, the flow structure inside the ice shelf
determines that it is a dynamic scenario of advancing-thin-
ning-breaking, from groundling line toward the calving
front. ‘‘Along-flow spreading’’ is believed the dominant
control on ice shelf calving (Thomas 1973; Alley et al. 2008;
Winkelmann et al. 2011). Ice shelves spread under their own
weight and the imbalance pushes at the calving front and
around the grounding line. According to Reeh (1968), as a
result of the horizontal compression, the geometry is an anvil
shaped outreach at the calving front (Thomas 1973; Hughes
1992). The length of this portion is limited by the tensile
strength of ice (f = 2 Mpa at present for marginal regions of
the Ross Ice Shelf), the ice thickness (H) and the ice creeping
speed. As seen in Fig. 4, while the bulk of the ice shelf is in
hydrostatic balance with ocean water, this small girder-like
part is not. Even with no oceanic melting, there is a limitation
to the length of this part (bk), given by:
bk ¼ fDTH= 3qigð1  CTqi=qwÞð Þ½ 0:5 ð15Þ
where qw = 1,028 kg m
-3 is the density of sea water, qi is
the density of ice, g is gravitational acceleration, CT is a
factor taking tidal and sea wind swelling into consideration,
and DT is a unit-less factor measuring the ratio of ice flow
shear (DU) to surface ice velocity. Apparently, DT is a
function of ice temperature. Ice density varies according to
the formula in Thomas (1973). Assuming the mean ice
Fig. 4 Inland ice crevassing and shelf ice calving. Ice is brittle and
wherever there are strong concentrations of strain rate, it can break
(C1). The upper panels are schematic diagrams of ice profiles,
showing the different flow regimes. Note that, due to granular
material, the basal velocity is not exactly zero. The acceleration of the
ice (to the right) causes the ice to be torn. Inside the ice shelf, the
spreading tendency is restrained mainly by longitudinal stretching
(along flow stress). Ice shelves thin by creep thinning. The negative
vertical strain rate (compression) causes a horizontal divergent
(positive) strain rate. The ice shelf’s velocity increases toward the
calving front as determined by the spatial integral of the horizontal
strain rate. In the diagram, white bulk arrows are stress (hydrostatic
pressure) on the right side of the calving front exerted by the ocean,
decreasing to zero at sea level. The red bold arrows are static stresses
exerted on the left side of the front, decreasing linearly to zero at ice
upper/sub-aerial surface. The red curve is the net horizontal stress,
which reaches maximum at sea level. Hence the vertical variation of
horizontal shear and the vertical profile of the velocity have a turning
point at sea level. The diagram of the ice shelf is partially adapted
from T. Hughes via R. Bindschadler (personal communication, 2011).
The vertical profile of horizontal ice velocity field determined that
there will be a ‘‘mushroom’’ shaped spread section that are out of
hydrostatic balance with the ocean water (although the bulk of the
shelf section is in hydrostatic balance with ocean waters). There is a
limit of the length of this section before it breaks off from the main
body of the shelf (bk in the diagram). This length is regularly
approached to finish a systematic calving (Eqs. 15, 16). There are
random components in the calving processes, such as hydro-
fracturing (Scambos et al. 2000; Doake and Vaughan 1991)
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creeping speed at the calving front is U and its vertical shear
is DU (Fig. 4), then the average calving period is given by:
s  bk=U ð16Þ
Equation (15) is a relationship for a steady, systematic
background calving rate. It is a physically based relationship
between rift opening (and thus tabular-iceberg calving) and
glaciological stresses (Joughin and MacAyeal 2005). As the
ice shelves are dynamic, ice moves constantly toward the
calving front. The cracks/rifts upstream (C1 in Fig. 4) caused
by stress larger than maximum tensile strength (i.e., at the
flanks of an ice stream), or by hydrologic-fracturing, can
eventually be advected toward the calving front (C01). From
Eq. (15), calving is ice thickness-dependent. For the
hydrologic-caused fracture, the water can deepen cracks and
wedge in the ice shelf (Scambos et al. 2004), reducing the local
thickness. Downstream advection of the ice cracks makes the
calving process less regular and less periodic. For Antarctica,
the two largest ice shelves calve more systematically, and
smaller fringing shelves calve more randomly.
This calving scheme includes both geometry and material
properties (e.g., thickness, temperature and density), but also
accounts for flow features (i.e., vertical flow shear that rep-
resents along-flow ice shelf spreading). Equation (15)
explains why some very fast flowing ice streams do not have
extension sections as ice shelves. Although the surface ele-
vation gradients drive the ice flow, fast flowing ice streams
that tend to have banded crevasses often are collocated with
sudden bedrock gradient changes. The fast flowing nature of
the ice stream provides limited time for compression healing
of ice shelves (Hughes 2002) when the ice is on water while
still connected to the land-ice. These large systematic cre-
vasses greatly reduce the limiting length for systematic
calving and discharged ice is removed by ocean water (or
collision with passing icebergs), as icebergs, shortly after
leaving the grounding line transition zone.
According to this hypothesis, accompanying a calving
event, both the tabular iceberg and its parent ice shelf will
adjust their respectively displaced sea water volumes,
inevitably displacing sea bed sediments. Thus, the pro-
posed formula assists paleo-reconstruction of major his-
torical calving events. As tabular calving is a low
frequency phenomenon, there are insufficient direct
observations to identify trends or to draw reliable conclu-
sions about whether production of the giant icebergs in
1985 and 2000 signifies changes of the AIS within a
warming climate.
3 Input and verification data
SEGMENT-Ice requires initial conditions and static inputs,
such as ice thickness, free surface elevation, and the three-
dimensional ice temperature field at the initial time of
integration. These data are obtained from the SeaRISE
project (http://websrv.cs.umt.edu/isis/index.php) at 5 km
horizontal resolution (Fig. 1). Surface topography and
bedrock topography are originally from Bamber et al.
(2001). Geothermal heat flux is originally from Shapiro and
Ritzwoller (2004). Geothermal heat flux is a boundary
condition for the ice temperature solver and is assumed
constant during the transient climate change period. There
are 5 different grid types reflecting the ice-water-land
configuration: ice covered ground above sea level; land ice
with basal elevation below sea level, known as marine ice
sheets (Thomas et al. 2006); bare ground; ice shelves, and
oceans. At 5 km resolution with a South Polar Stereo-
graphic Projection, there are 288,393 grids of land ice with
bases above sea level, covering 8,534,101 km2 of ice of
total volume of 16,097,579 km3, and 171,184 marine based
land ice grids (ice area 5,163,998 and 12,227,874 km3). Ice
shelves cover 3,531,483 km2 and about 1,733,206 km3 of
ice. Considering area alone, there are 2.723 9 107 km2 of
ice coverage and only 1.7 % is bare ground.
At 5 km resolution, the largest slope angle represented
by the grid stencil is about 14. This is a good represen-
tation of the surface topography except for marginal areas
such as the rugged valley of Lambert glacier and the
Transantarctic Mountains. At these locations, model
topography is smoother than reality. Consequently, at the
edge of the simulation domain, the ice velocity that satisfy
the momentum equation are usually not large enough to
satisfy the ice flow fields required by surface mass balance.
A compromise is made at spin-up. The ice thickness
reduces to zero not at the full grid length, but at a distance
less than the grid length. After spin-up, the flow-induced
mass loss matches the surface mass balance to within
15 km3 for the entire AIS. During spin-up, atmospheric
forcings are the pre-industrial control simulations of the
CGCMs. The end time of the spin-up is year 1900. The
bottom geothermal distribution is constant over the fol-
lowing 200-year simulation.
The SLR contribution from Antarctica is from the total
mass balance: that is, input minus output. Atmospheric
temperature, precipitation and near surface radiative
energy fluxes are key factors for the future total mass
balance of the AIS. Three independent CGCMs (MPI-
ECHAM, NCAR CCSM3 and MIROC3.2-hires, see
http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/about_ipcc.php) are cho-
sen for their relatively fine resolution and for providing all
atmospheric parameters required by SEGMENT-Ice. Their
projections of precipitation and temperature, two key fac-
tors affecting ice sheet mass balance, produce a large
spread in the multi-model assessments (Chapter 10, IPCC
AR4) by 2100. In addition to atmospheric parameters,
investigating the ice ocean interactions, the ocean flow




), potential temperature (T), salinity (S), and
density (q) also are needed. The CGCMs ocean model
output at depths 0, 10, 20, 30, 50, 75, 100, 700 and 1,000 m
depths are interpolated to SEGMENT-Ice grids. As 70 %
of the West Antarctic ice is marine-based (that is, grounded
below sea level, Fig. 1), the ice-ocean interaction is per-
sistent and can cause instabilities (Shepherd and Wingham
2007).
GRACE has provided monthly measures of Earth
gravity changes since March 2002 (Tapley et al. 2004), and
a decade-long time series is available. This study uses the
second data release (GRACE RL02), providing spatial
resolution of *100 km, with PGR effect removed using
the method of (Ivins and James 2005). These data can
verify our model estimates of Antarctic ice sheet mass loss,
the spatial distribution as well as absolute amount. The
focus is on the AIS sea level contribution. Mass redistri-
butions are limited to land ice, ice shelves and oceans.
Other components, such as land reservoirs, nonpolar gla-
ciers and ice caps and atmospheric moisture content are
assumed unchanged. For example, phase changes at the
interface of ice shelf and ocean, precipitation changes over
ice shelves both are mass relocations between ocean and
shelf ice and do not in principle affect sea level so they
cannot be sensed by GRACE satellites. In contrast, ice
discharged from West Antarctica to the Ross Ice Shelf
through the Siple coast is a mass relocation from land ice to
shelf ice and has sea level consequences.
Remotely sensed ice velocities are limited to the upper
surface. The ice motion is now measured using Interfer-
ometric Synthetic-aperature Radar (InSAR) data from the
Canadian Space Agency Radarsat-1 satellite (2000–2009,
Jezek 2008), Japanese Space Agency phased array l-band
synthetic aperture radar palsar (2006–2009) satellite, and
the European Space Agency Earth Remote Sensing sat-
ellites ERS-1/2 (1992, 1996, Rignot et al. 2011a, b). This
study involves two surface ice velocity datasets: Radarsat-
1 SAR sensor via Modified Antarctic Mapping Mission
(MAMM, Jezek 2008, http://bprc.osu.edu/rsl/radarsat/data/
) and MEaSUREs. The latter reduced the former’s polar
hole by introducing interferometric synthetic-aperture
radar data from multiple satellite missions. There appar-
ently involves uncertainty in cross comparisons and inte-
gration over extended time period (MEaSUREs was
released very recently but the data are around the same
period as MAMM). In contrast, MAMM has the advan-
tage of control points distributed about the entire conti-
nent as well as having a single measurement campaign
from which to compile the data. It is based on these
considerations, we retrieve basal parameters using MEa-
SUREs and verify model simulated flow fields with
MAMM data alone.
4 Results and discussion
Here, the available horizontal velocities from MEaSUREs
improve the modelled 3-D ice flow fields through improved
parameter settings for basal granular parameters in SEG-
MENT-Ice (‘‘Appendix’’). With improved model parame-
ters, SEGMENT-Ice is driven by meteorological parameters
to estimate present conditions and to make projections of
future total mass loss of the AIS. This section is divided into
two main parts: SEGMENT-Ice simulations of present,
mainly 2000–2010; and SEGMENT-Ice simulations from
2000 to 2100 under a range of future climate scenarios. The
first sets of simulations are compared with available
observational data.
4.1 Present SEGMENT-Ice simulations (2000–2010)
In contrast to its Greenland counterpart, the AIS does not
experience strong seasonal melting, and lacks a well-
developed ablation zone like those at the periphery of the
Greenland Ice Sheet (Ren et al. 2011a, b). However,
ablation does take place, as is evident from the widespread
occurrence of BIAs, where divergent ice flow works in
synergy with katabatic winds that removes the firn layer
and leave blue glacier ice exposed. Moreover, extensive
melt water streams have been detected in coastal East
Antarctica and large melt ponds frequently occur over AP
ice shelves (Liston et al. 1999; Scambos et al. 2003). Stake
measurements detected snow ablation over the Lambert
Glacier catchment (Wen et al. 2006), and Dronning Maud
Land (Watanabe 1997). The overall AIS mass balance is
such that the surface mass balance accumulation over most
of the ice sheet is balanced by flow divergence. Divergence
at the ice sheet-ocean interface is manifested as calving.
4.1.1 Surface mass balance
According to van den Broeke et al. (2006), spatial variations
of surface mass balance over the AIS are large, varying
between 5,368 mm/a at AP (-63.5W; 64.58S) and
-38.5 mm/a at central East Antarctica (24.61E; 72.67S).
Solid precipitation is the dominant positive contributor to
the surface mass balance. However, at an effective resolu-
tions of *40 km longitude at the Antarctic coast, CGCMs
simulated precipitation is unable to represent ablation areas
of size 4,000 km2 (Fig. 5a). This is true for SEGMENT-Ice
estimates of surface mass balance, using climate-model-
provided wind speed, surface radiative energy balance
components, precipitation and near surface air temperature,
even though ice surface temperature is provided at 5 km
resolution (*2 km of longitude at the Antarctic coast) by
the ice model. A downscaling scheme assimilates the van
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den Broeke et al. (2006) surface mass balance. The resultant
surface mass balance that interacts with the ice dynamics
model is shown in Fig. 5b. Although it correlates strongly
(R * 0.8) with the year 2000 surface mass balance of van
den Broeke et al. (2006), the simulated ice flow divergence
at 5 km resolution has difficulty matching the surface mass
balance field (of 26 km spatial resolution, Fig. 5b), espe-
cially at lower elevations of\2,000 m above sea level (e.g.
the coastal areas facing the Weddell Sea and Ross Sea). The
surface mass balance field is adjusted such that the flow
field and surface mass balance field are in near balance at
year 1900. The flow divergence at *12 ice model grid is
averaged to obtain a mean. If the mean is different from the
downscaled 26 km grid value, the grid value is adjusted to
make the two values match each other. Surface mass bal-
ance fields in the following years are adjusted similarly, for
consistency.
The flow field is the dynamic part of the ice mass bal-
ance. Simulated ice flow velocities were compared with
InSAR observations (Fig. 6d) from the Radarsat-1 SAR
sensor via the MAMM mission. Figure 6 shows the model
simulated present-day ice flow field over Antarctica. Fig-
ure 6a is the surface ice flow field over the entire AIS.
There are clear geometry and topography controls of the
flow field. The basins are identifiable from the flow fields.
For the vast inland section of East Antarctica, flow is
generally less than 10 m/a, primarily due to the low tem-
perature and the low surface slopes. Similarly, central areas
of ice shelves have relatively slow ice flow. Except near the
calving front, where ice velocities can reach 1,500 m/a, ice
shelves typically have flow speeds of about 100–500 m/a,
with flow direction primarily pointing to the sea. The Ross
Ice Shelf flows seaward but is horizontally confined by the
rocky coast of the Transantarctic Mountains. Ice flows off
the rocky coast and converges onto the Ross Ice Shelf.
Snow precipitation and ice convergence are balanced
mostly by melting at the ice-water interface and iceberg
calving, as surface melting and sublimation are limited in
this high latitude region.
On a smaller scale, the local topography also has a flow
signature. For example, the flow radiates away from Mount
Waesche in Marie Byrd Land (‘‘W’’ sign in Fig. 1). Some
flow contributes to the Pine Island ice stream, and the
southern flow branch feeds the source region of the Ross
Ice Shelf. Another example is the convergent field for the
area confined by the 3,500 m elevation contour (upstream
of the Lambert Glacier). This BIA area has a negative
surface mass balance (not shown). The converged ice flow
balances this mass loss, thereby maintaining near balance.
The AP, the saddle region upstream of Pine Island
glacier, the lower slope along the Transantarctic Mountains
(ice shelves side), the northwest extension of Victoria land
(Drygalski Ice Tongue), the West Ice Shelf and the lower
stream of Amery Ice Shelf all have large velocity cores, for
different mechanisms. The AP has larger ice speeds
because the ice temperature is higher. The Transantarctic
Fig. 5 a is the precipitation (mm/a) from MIROC-hires for year
2000. Panel (b) is surface mass balance (mm/a) estimated by
SEGMENT-Ice, down-scaled using van den Broeke’s surface mass
balance model. c is the van den Broeke et al. (2006) surface mass
balance estimate for year 2000. b is used together with the dynamic
mass changes to estimate total mass loss over Antarctica. Although
the dominant positive contributor to surface mass balance, the
Antarctic solid precipitation map from this high-resolution climate
model still cannot represent ablation areas \4,000 km2. Moreover,
the climate models fail to simulate heavy precipitation, such as the
*5,000 mm area on the Antarctic Peninsula
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Mountains and Lambert Glacier have large ice velocities
primarily because of their topographic slopes. However,
depending on ice thickness, the divergence rate is not
necessarily large at the steep valley slopes. Complex
topography also explains the disordered ice flow structure
over the West Antarctica sector, between 90W and 140W
(facing the Amundsen Sea). However, the relative large
flow speeds over the saddle region (centered at 80S;
110W) are due partly to the local maximum of geothermal
heat flux of *120 mW/m2. This significantly raises the
basal ice temperature and reduces the ice viscosity, thereby
increasing the ice speeds.
SEGMENT-Ice simulates reasonably well the velocity
profiles for various ice-bedrock-water configurations. Fig-
ure 6b shows vertical u-component velocity at the middle
of West Antarctica (characteristic inland ice, ‘‘?’’ in
Fig. 6a), on shelf but close to transition zone (circle) and
shelf near the ice/ocean front (circle-with-vertical-bar) on
Ross Ice Shelf. The inland ice shows a characteristic shear-
thinning profile, and shearing resistance locally balances
most of the gravitational driving stress. Velocity profiles
taken from ice shelves are almost vertical and have small
vertical shear (as shown schematically in Fig. 4). The
vertical shear increases from the transition zone towards
the ice/ocean front. Although the magnitude of this shear is
only tens of meters per year, it is critical for tabular calv-
ing. Profiles at locations with granular basal sliding are
similar to inland ice but have a constant shift superimposed
on the non-sliding profile.
The areas with largest ice flow speed are coastal valleys
(e.g., 40W and facing Weddell Sea; the marginal belt
between 130 and 150E) and the foothills of the Tran-
santarctic Mountains. An area of coherent large flow
speeds is the West Antarctica ice sheet facing the
Amundsen Sea. Due to complicated bottom topography,
there are interlaced areas with very small flow speeds or
stagnant areas, indicating that its surface topography may
be very dynamic. There are many obstacles between the
Fig. 6 SEGMENT-ice simulated present ice flow fields (m/a). a is
surface level. Overlain are geothermal heat fluxes (lW/m2). b is
MAMM measured surface velocities. c is vertical u-velocity compo-
nent profiles at the cross mark (inland ice), circle mark (shelf ice close
to transitional zone) and circle-with-vertical-bar mark (shelf ice close
to ice/ocean front) of (a). At the cross mark, ice extends from 114 m
elevation to 2,100 m. This velocity shape is characteristic of shear-
thinning fluid. Velocity profile within the top 450 m are shown for the
two locations on Ross Ice Shelf. d is a zoomed-in view of the Ross Ice
Shelf (blue rectangle in panel (a)) surface ice speeds (color shading).
There is a stagnant area on the Ross Ice Shelf (\100 m/year) of
thicker ice at the central part off the steep Trans Antarctic Mountain
coast. Outside this stagnant region, the ice speeds accelerate toward
the ice/ocean front and can reach 2,000 m/year at the calving front.
The ‘‘islands’’ of low ice velocity get pinched shut a short distance
from ice rises. The ice rises are of apparent dynamic cause (flow
convergence cause thickening)
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fast and slow flow areas and stagnant ice flow likely causes
an area of considerable thickening reaching *1 m/a in
elevation changes. We also examined a vertical cross-
section along the Siple coast (Figure not shown) of velocity
magnitude. The maximum velocity cores are mid-slope.
Ridges and valley bottoms generally creep slower. Five
concentrated ice streams are clearly identifiable. This
agrees with Joughin and Tulaczyk (2002), who found that,
among the 6 major ice streams of the Siple coast, ice
streams C (Kamb Ice Stream) and F (Echelmeyer Ice
Stream) are thickening. The average thickening rate for ice
stream C reaches *14 cm/a, which is about equal to the
total annual accumulation, while neighbouring ice streams
exibit slight mass losses. Figure 6c is a zoomed in at the
Ross Ice Shelf. The first counterintuitive feature of the flow
is that, rather than accelerating all the way down to the
calving front, only close to the calving front, this feature is
salient. Actually, immediately south of the Byrd Glacier
discharging route, there is a relative large stagnant area on
Ross Ice Shelf of flow magnitude generally less than
200 m/a. The ice thickness of this region is relatively
thicker than the surrounding area. Although the ice dis-
charging off the Transantarctic Mountain hills are of larger
speed, the ice convergence rate is not significant because of
the ice thickness on those steep slopes are much smaller
(\100 m), except Byrd Glacier, which has 3,000 m thick-
ness before afloat. The flow signature from Byrd Glacier is
very clear on Fig. 6c. The strip of ice-rises (labelled) show
clear features of ‘‘islands’’ of low ice velocity getting
pinched shut a short distance from ice rises. The relative
thick ice thickness clearly results from ice flow dynamics.
From the flow direction (for clarity, the 5-km grid is
degraded to a 40 km grid for plotting purpose in Fig. 6a), the
Ross Ice Shelf primarily is fed from West Antarctica, through
the Siple coast. The Ross Ice Shelf is a buttress hindering flow
through the Siple coast. Ice speeds increase by 2 % if the ice
shelf is completely removed and everything else the same as
present. A sensitivity experiment with prescribed ocean
temperature under the Ross shelf indicates that if the tem-
perature is lowered by just 2, it freezes completely within
three thousand years. Thus, the ocean temperature is critical
for the future evolution of ice shelves.
Regarding the formation of BIAs, van den Broeke et al.
(2006) proposed that ice flows slowly through an ablation
area, favourable for the removal of the firn layer. This
explains that BIAs are usually found in the vicinity of
rocky crops that obstruct the ice flow (e.g., along the
Dronning Maud Land coasts), resulting in very low ice
velocities. Therefore, enough time is available to remove
the firn layer. While clearly being an area of negative
surface mass balance, BIAs usually are in approximate
mass balance. Katabatic winds typically are in the same
direction as the ice flows. In the windward direction (of
outcrops), removal of the snow/firn by katabatic winds is
the primary component of the surface mass balance. At the
same time, slowing of the ice flow implies a mass con-
vergence that compensates for the ice mass loss. The sit-
uation in the leeward direction is analogous.
Simulated ice flow velocities were compared with In-
SAR observations for three glacier systems: the Thwaites
and Pine Island Glaciers east of the Ross Ice Shelf and the
Drygalsky ice stream west of the Ross Ice Shelf. For the
Thwaites and Pine Island Glaciers, simulated maximum
speeds are close to observations (Thwaites Glacier at
2,300 m/a and at the core of Pine Island Gla-
cier * 4,000 m/a). However, for the Drygalsky ice ton-
gue, the transectional direction covers only four 5-km
grids, which is insufficient to represent the ice geometry
adequately. Consequently, modelled maximum speeds are
only half those observed speed (400 m/a vs. *790 m/a).
The point-to-point correlation of flow directions is close,
with a root mean squared error of less than 0.7. The model
simulated surface flow field at Lambert Glacier-Amery Ice
Shelf system (‘L-A’ in Fig. 1) is compared with SAR
mosaic composites from Yu et al. (2010). Agreements are
high for both flow speed and direction (correlations are
both *0.9). We would also like to caution that flow fea-
tures (and ice geometry features as well) on sub-km scales
are expected to be highly variable. For example, due to its
northern location, AP around Deception Island experiences
significant summer melting. From the InSAR digital ele-
vation map provided by MAMM project, SEGMENT-
Landslide (a version of SEGMENT developed for land-
slides) indicates that this area is a locality prone to ava-
lanches. Smaller (200 m) scale flow features from InSAR
measurements are also possibly the result of the random
variability present in the atmospheric forcing. Thus, only
flow features at [5 km resolution are expected to be cli-
matologically informative. Surface melting is limited to
below 1,200 m for East Antarctica and reaches 1,500 m for
West Antarctica partly because ice flow in East Antarctica
advects colder ice than over West Antarctica.
From Eqs. (15) and (16), accurate full 3D velocities are
required for an accurate estimation of systematic tabular
calving. Unfortunately, we lack direct measurements of ice
creeping speeds at depth to validate model simulations. The
dynamic components of the mass balance are major terms in
the total mass balance over the AIS. Thus, if SEGMENT-
Ice’s simulation produces a present day mass loss rate
(Fig. 7a) comparable with direct observations, such as the
GRACE measurements, more confidence can be placed on
SEGMENT-Ice’s full 3D ice velocity projections. One
degree lat/lon resolution GRACE measurements from April
2002 to January 2009, with the PGR effect removed, are used
to estimate a mass loss rate for land-based ice (Fig. 7b).
Coupled ocean-atmospheric climate models have difficulties
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in reproducing the phases of observed interannual and dec-
adal climate variations. Thus, they cannot be used as climate
forcing for SEGMENT-Ice model validation against obser-
vations on interannual to decadal scales. More realistic cli-
mate forcing is provided by the NCEP/NCAR reanalyses
(Kalnay et al. 1996), which, among other databases such as
NCEP2, ERA-40 and Era-interim, are widely used in climate
research. To examine the credibility of SEGMENT-Ice mass
loss rate estimates, the reanalyses were merged with atmo-
spheric forcing provided by CCSM3 from 1948 to 2009.
SEGMENT-Ice provided highly detailed spatial distribution
patterns of elevation changes than GRACE. For example,
GRACE shows a mass loss centered on West Antarctica.
SEGMENT-Ice indicates that it is the coastal part that lost
most of the mass. The Whitmore Mountains actually gain
significant amount of mass during the 6 years. Despite the
very different resolutions, the modeled and observed total
mass loss rates are very close to each other: *-180 km3/a
(land ice only, excluding the shelf area as GRACE cannot
detect mass changes for the shelf area). This is an indirect
verification of the model fidelity of the AIS’s 3-D modeled
ice flow field. Limited by spatial resolution, GRACE cannot
provide detailed geographical patterns of mass loss. Divid-
ing the simulation into East Antarctica and West Antarctica,
along the 180E longitude, gives mass loss rates during the
2002–2010 of 110 and 50 km3/a by GRACE and 130 and
55 km3/a from the model simulations.
4.1.2 Model calving
Calving is a low-frequency phenomenon, with a short
historical record compared with the low frequency of such
events, except for the surrogate records of sediments
(S. Jacobs, personal communication, 2011). Direct
observations of tabular icebergs are available only for the
remote-sensing era. The National Ice Center (http://www.
natice.noaa.gov/products/antarctic_icebergs.html) provides
the locations of all major Antarctic icebergs. The data were
sorted to obtain the birthplaces of the icebergs of size larger
than 40 km2. The times of calving also are recorded. The
coast of the AIS is divided into 20-degree longitudinal bins.
The calving events in each longitudinal bin are counted for
the period 1996–2009 and the occurrence frequencies are
estimated as the total number of calving events divided by
the number of years, in this case 14. The model simulated
calving frequency is compared with observations (Fig. 8).
The apparent underestimation for the 40–80W sector
(containing the F-R Ice Shelf) largely occurs because the
model cannot simulate the calving events around the AP
region limited by current ice thickness and surface eleva-
tion data resolutions. Modeled calving rates for other
coastal regions are close to reality. It is clear that the exact
calving timing and sizes of the icebergs are not well sim-
ulated at present. To improve timing simulations of calving
events, it may be necessary to include triggers such as
pressure perturbations caused by long waves (compared
with bk, otherwise cancellations are significant between
positive and negative phases and net pressure in the vertical
direction is small), tides, tsunamis, and collisions with
passing icebergs, as suggested by Alley et al. (2008) and
more recently partially proved valid by Bromirski et al.
(2010). Further improvements of the results, higher reso-
lution ice and bedrock geometry data (on sub-kilometer
scale) are needed for the entire AIS, not only the peripheral
areas, as initial seed cracks are difficult to capture for
eastern Antarctica. As the modified von-Mise criteria are
uniformly applied to the AIS, the present DEMs of eastern
Antarctic are not sufficiently as detailed as the WAIS. This
Fig. 7 a is SEGMENT-Ice
simulated geographic
distributions of rates of surface
elevation changes over
Antarctica between 2003 and
2009 (m/a equivalent water
thickness change). b is GRACE
ice mass change rate over the
same period. The post glacial
rebound (PGR) is removed
using the method of Ivins and
James (2005). A decorrelation
filter and a 300-km Gaussian
smoothing have been applied to
the raw data
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seems to be supported by the fact that the bedrock topog-
raphy in Eastern Antarctica is much smoother than under
the WAIS (figure not shown). However, SEGMENT-Ice
captures ‘‘first order’’ systematic calving, which produces
the large, tabular icebergs.
4.2 SEGMENT-Ice simulations in future climate
scenarios (2000–2100)
Given that the model has been shown to adequately
reproduce the mass balance of the AIS over the past dec-
ade, confidence in the model projections of the future AIS
mass balance is increased. The time series for the model
simulations and GRACE observations of total mass chan-
ges are found to have high correlations of 0.84. A scatter-
plot of the mass balance time series (obs vs. model simu-
lation) has a regression slope of 1.2, indicating that the
mass loss is overestimated slightly in the model simulation.
Given that the model and GRACE observations are inde-
pendent, the model simulations appear to be good enough
for future projections of the AIS mass loss.
The surface of Antarctica is quite smooth, except for the
small outcrop regions and some coastal areas and can be
delineated into twelve basins (A-K in Fig. 9). The net mass
balances for 2010–2060 are projected for these basins and
values are labelled in Fig. 9. It is a multi-model, multi
scenario (e.g., for each climate model, the atmospheric
forcing is based on three non-mitigated IPCC emission
scenarios (SRESs): B1 (low rate of emission); A1B
(medium); and A2 (high)) ensemble. Except the two ice
shelves, Ross and Filchner-Ronne, which may gain 50 and
30 km3/a during the next 50 years, all other ten major
basins have a mass loss. Usually the mass losses are con-
centrated at the lower reach of the basin where increasing
flow divergence cannot be balanced by input from solid
precipitation. For the next century, the vast inland areas
have elevation changes\0.1 m. The geographic patterns of
the areas with significant (above the levels expected from
random variations in snowfall, assumed [0.5 m, see hat-
ched areas in Fig. 9) elevation changes are like a band. The
width of this band is about 200 km for West Antarctica and
less than 50 km around the marginal areas of Indian Ocean
sectors of East Antarctica. It is wide along the coast of
Dronning Maud Land but smaller than West Antarctica
Fig. 8 Observed (crosses) and modelled (dots) calving rates along
the Antarctica coast. The longitude bin is 20. The observed iceberg
location, size and timing (because icebergs are moving with ocean
streams, time of observation must be put down) are available at
http://www.natice.noaa.gov/products/south_icebergs_on_demand.html
Fig. 9 The geographic
distribution of total mass loss
rates for 2010–2060. The
surface elevations of Antarctica
are flat, especially East
Antarctica. Basin divisions
therefore are obscure. Major
drainage basins are labelled
from A to K, clockwise. Colored
circle areas are proportional to
the mass loss (red) and gain
(blue) rates. For the next
50 years, mass loss rates are
respectively 10, 15, 33, 30, 12,
-50, 55, 37, 90, 92, -30, and
47 km3/a for basins A–K. Area-
total mass loss rate is about
340 km3/a. Hatched areas have
significant elevation changes
([0.5 m) not attributable to
random variations in solid
precipitation
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coasts. For the next 50 years, mass loss rates are respec-
tively 10, 15, 33, 30, 12, -50, 55, 37, 90, 92, -30, and
47 km3/a for basins A-K. The area total mass loss rate is
*340 km3/a. At Basins A and B, flow divergence also
significantly increases. However, with compensating
increased snowfall, the net mass loss rate is small com-
pared with other basins. The increased flow velocities at
Thwaites and Pine Island Glaciers contribute most ([50 %)
to the mass loss at basin H. The regional estimation for AP
is uncertain because 5 km resolution cannot represent the
details of ice geometry and ice flow. Also, atmospheric
parameters from CGCMs, although downscaled, cannot
represent the surface mass balance.
With the CCSM3 A2 scenario, SEGMENT-Ice simu-
lates the calving rate of ice shelves and possible systematic
cracks in inland ice for the twenty-first century. In general,
large ice shelves (Filscher-Ronne and Ross Ice Shelves),
and ice shelves at cold locations (Dronning Maud Land,
Amery Ice Shelf) calve slowly; for example *10–25 years
on average over the Ross Ice Shelf. Shallower (thinner) ice
shelves in relatively warmer environments calve faster but
the icebergs are smaller. Different frontal sections of an ice
shelf do not calve simultaneously (or, calving of an ice
shelf is usually not achieved by one crack through the
entire front in a direction perpendicular to spreading ice
flow). At present, the western sector of the Ross Ice Shelf is
Fig. 10 Geographic distribution of (a) ocean temperature at 1,000 m,
and (b) mean annual surface air temperature over Antarctica, from the
CCSM3 A2 simulation. Changes in the same quantities over
the twenty-first century are plotted respectively in panels (c) and
(d). The annual mean temperature (d) increases by *7 C over the
next century while the annual mean ocean temperature at 1,000 m
increases by\0.4 C. Due to the coarse resolution, AP cannot be seen
clearly. However, West Antarctica facing the eastern Ross Sea warms
faster than elsewhere in Antarctica
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very unstable. For the Amery Ice Shelf, its eastern sector is
relatively unstable and is likely to have a systematic
attrition before 2030. Compared with the Ross Ice Shelf,
the calving frequency of the Filscher-Ronne Ice Shelf is
sensitive to warming and will reduce to *13 years on
average (from *15 years at present, according to Eq. (16).
However, each systematic calving is smaller than for the
Ross Ice Shelf, where typically there are two calving pat-
terns to complete a systematic calving: one rift starts and
increases at Roosevelt Island and extends westwards until
it reaches the sea. The sector to the east, after losing
neighboring support, calves within 2 years.
As the climate warms, increases of temperature and pre-
cipitation scale nonlinearly with GHG emission strength.
Because increased temperature and precipitation are opposed
contributors to ice mass balance, a numerical model is needed
to ascertain the sign of the total mass change and to quantify
inter-scenario differences. For the AIS, the widespread ice
shelves make it sensitive to ocean temperature (Rignot et al.
2002; Bindschadler 2006). Using SEGMENT-Ice, it is possi-
ble to quantify the relative contributions from air temperature
and ocean temperature increases. The heat flux from ocean to
ice is in the form of sensible heat flux, as parameterized in Ren
and Leslie (2011). Surface melting is a small part of mass loss
and the effects of air temperature on surface mass balance are
primarily through sublimation. For the present thickness pro-
file of the ice shelves, the ocean temperature relevant to ice
melt is the mid-level (800–100 m depth). Under the CCSM3
A2 scenario, of the total mass loss for the twenty-first century,
ocean melt of the ice shelf accounts for less than 20 %. The
main contribution to total mass loss is through increased ice
discharge into surrounding oceans, especially the sector facing
the Amundsen Sea. From Fig. 10, ocean temperatures only
increase by *0.4K during the twenty-first century, whereas
air increases by*7K at places over the WAIS, which is much
larger. Furthermore, including salinity feedback and the slight
difference in specific heat capacity, to match the 7K air
warming the ocean temperature must increase by 2K, which
is not feasible. It is emphasized that ocean effects are persistent
for both Antarctic ice shelves and marine terminating glaciers/
ice sheets, as 2/3 of the WAIS is covered by marine-termi-
nating ice. A changing ocean climate (e.g. Bindschadler 2006)
could explain the synchronicity of the recent changes along the
Amundsen coast, and has implications for projection stability
of the WAIS in a changing ocean climate. The remaining
question is how does ocean warming contribute to increased
ice discharge.
5 Conclusions
Large uncertainty remains in the current and future mass
balance and sea level contribution from the AIS. Climate
warming increases snowfall in the interior but also
enhances glacier discharge at the coast and ice melt at the
interface of the ice shelves and the ocean. Recent studies
documented the surface mass balance (van den Broeke
et al. 2009; Lenaerts et al. 2012) and surface ice flow
conditions (Rignot et al. 2011a, b). Here, a fully three
dimensional ice dynamics/thermodynamics model, SEG-
MENT-Ice, is used that accounts for ice creeping in rela-
tion to basal sliding, thermal and mechanical structures of
glacial ice.
The model-simulated ice velocities at ice surface level
compare favourably with InSAR observations, for inland
land ice, marine based ice and shelf ice. The model sim-
ulated total mass loss over Antarctica during 2003–2010 is
verified against GRACE remote sensing data and satis-
factory agreement is obtained. It is found that ice streams
flowing into large ice shelves will thicken those ice
shelves. Air temperature warming is the primary reason for
significant mass losses in the Amundsen Sea and the
northern Peninsula. Increased divergence associated with
stream flow accounts for much of the mass loss. Snow
precipitation in the twenty-first century is expected to
increase but will not compensate for the mass loss from ice
flow divergence. The non-local tabular calving scheme also
is validated for estimating calving frequency. The exact
timing and iceberg size still cannot be estimated accurately
because the calving scheme captures only the first order
calving mechanisms at present.
Recently observed fast flows (e.g., Rignot et al. 2008;
2011a, b) are explained by the ungrounding of glaciers
owing to the thinning or collapse of their buttressing ice
shelves or to a reduction in back force resistance at the ice
front as glacier fronts thin because of warmer air or warmer
ocean temperatures. This study finds that, in the upcoming
century, air temperatures warm far more than ocean tem-
peratures (5 vs. 0.2K from a multiple model, multi-sce-
nario mean of the WCRP CMIP3 archive for IPCC AR4).
This warming causes a reduction in ice viscosity, which
likely is the reason for the faster ice flow. A sensitivity
experiment indicates that ocean temperature is critical for
the fate of ice shelves. Gille (2002) showed that the
700–1000 meters ocean temperature has risen 0.17 C
between 1950 and 1980. CGCMs project Southern Ocean
temperature changes close to 0.4 C between 1900 and
2100. One hypothesis, seemingly supported by recent mass
balance surveys, is that in the Amundsen Sea and the
western AP, ice shelf melting is enhanced by intrusions of
warm circumpolar deep water onto the continental shelf
and down into deep troughs carved into the sea floor during
past ice ages (P. Molnar and J. Chen, personal communi-
cations, 2009). With 5-km resolution data (*3 km in
longitudinal direction at this latitude), the ice model cannot
fully resolve the troughs. Future studies will use finer
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resolution digital elevation and ice thickness data. How-
ever, the ocean temperature increases in the upcoming
century are limited. The model simulations raise another
concern for the West Antarctica sector facing the
Amundsen Sea; a possible increase of geothermal heat
fluxes due to Earth mantle activities. SEGMENT-Ice sim-
ulations indicate that basal melting for this region is sig-
nificantly larger than for the rest of Antarctica, possibly
from active lava flow activity close to bedrock level. The
flow directions that do not follow the ice and bedrock
geometry likely are due to thermal regime influences of the
geothermal heat fluxes.
Using CGCM projected precipitation and temperature to
investigate likely changes in Antarctica ice volume has
been carried out by Wild et al. (2003), in double CO2
experiments that indicated a warming over Antarctica and
increased precipitation. Without considering ice flow, they
suggest that the warming is insufficient to cause significant
melting and that the dominant effect would be to com-
pensate SLR from non-polar glaciers and ice caps, thermal
expansion of the ocean and changes in terrestrial water
storage. They are correct in that direct surface melt is not
significant. However, according to our findings the ice
viscosity will be reduced as the temperature increases and
ice flow will be enhanced. The divergence of ice flow to
feed ice to surrounding oceans is the primary loss mecha-
nism for the AIS. In this modeling study, the AIS land ice
has a net mass loss of *180 km3/a at present and this may
double by year 2100.
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Appendix: Optimally retrieval of basal granular
material properties
Parameters of the granular layer control the resistance near
the bedrock and are critical in deciding whether runaway
instability (Ren et al. 2010) will occur. We here outline a
dynamic data assimilation approach in optimally obtaining
the granular material parameters in SEGMENT-Ice.
The granular mechanical properties and present thick-
ness are inversely retrieved using SEGMENT-Ice,
constrained by the goodness of fit between model simu-
lated and observed surface ice velocities, over the entire
AIS. The adjoint-based retrieval scheme is described in
Ren (2004). Ice flow is sensitive to the granular basal
parameters and the granular material thickness. Based on
this sensitivity relationship, repeated runs of the SEG-
MENT-Ice model are performed with present ice geometry
and ice temperature profiles, but with automatically vary-
ing granular layer thickness, to best fit the observed surface
ice velocities. The metric for goodness of fit between the








uobs  umodelð Þ2þ vobs  vmodelð Þ2
q
ð17Þ
where u, v are horizontal components of the full vector
velocity. Subscripts ‘obs’ and ‘model’ are respectively the
observed and modelled velocities. The observed ice
velocities are obtained from the NASA/MEaSUREs pro-
ject. In the cost function, the summation in the metric is
only over regions with high quality observations.
The technique for obtaining the control variables
(granular material properties) is an adjoint-based optimi-
zation scheme (Ren 2004). In short, each optimization
iteration step requires the value of the cost function
(Eq. 17) and its gradients with respect to control variables.
The gradients are obtained from a backward integration of
the adjoint system (an inverse modelling system strictly
corresponding to SEGMENT-Ice).
Control variables need to have initial guess values. For
Antarctica, the subglacial particle properties are initially
specified according to studies using boreholes and seismic
methods (Bentley 1991; Engelhardt et al. 1990). For
example, under the WAIS, the rocks are mostly volcanic
and the basalt clasts are of sizes of *5 cm. Loose, ice
cemented volcanic debris also are widespread around Mt.
Erebus, Mt. Melbourne, and northern Antarctica Peninsula
and its constituent blocks. The Transantarctic Mountains
mostly have granitic basal rocks. In assigning granular
particle sizes, geothermal pattern also are referenced
because repeated phase changes at the interface of ice/rock
arguably are the most efficient means of erosion and reduce
the granular particle sizes. The particle size around Mt.
Waesche (‘‘W’’ in Fig. 3; 77S and 130W) is assumed to
be \5 cm because of the local geothermal maxima.
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